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FLY OF THE MONTH
Rainey Foam Post Midge Emerger
Photo and recipe by Norb Spitzer, guess at instructions by Lucky.

Norb reports this fly has been incredibly productive for him on
rivers like the Taylor, South Platte and Gunnison in Colorado, Hot
Creek and Upper Owens’ River in CA.  It produced two 4 pound
trout from a single eddy on the Taylor.  I can see it as a good PMD
emerger in size 16 —but that is not a midge.

Hook: TMC 100 or 101 dry fly hook sizes 18 to 24
Thread: Yellow 8/0
Tail: None (optional shuck of a few strands of amber Antron) this is an emerger.
Post: Rainey’s White or Yellow small cylinder closed foam posts
Rib: Brown 8/0 thread
Body: Cream / light yellow fine dry fly dubbing
Hackle: Grizzly – sparse collar style.

Remember use a minimal number of thread
wraps and sparse materials on dry flies.
Pinch the barb and mount the hook on a

size 18 or smaller midge dry fly hook.  I use
straight eye TMC 101’s for flies smaller than
22 to increase the gap opening and the hook
set.  Off-setting the hook point a little also
helps.
Make a jam knot at the 7/8 hook shank and
wrap a tight thread base to about the hook
point and back to mid shank.  The Rainey foam
posts are about an inch long and you should be
able to get three flies from a single post.  Cut
the tip of the post to a sharp angle to aid in
catching the foam.  Hold the foam on top of
the hook and make a few pinch wraps to catch
the tip.  Keep the post on top while wrapping
thread to the 7/8 mark, maybe two hook eye
diameters back from the eye.  Make two
thread wraps in front of the post to lock it in
and prop it up.  Now make thread wraps to the
mid shank and attach a 3 inch length of fine 8/
0 brown thread for the rib. Pull back on the rib
while wrapping the yellow thread to the rear.
Note that Norb has the rib tied down on the
bottom of the hook.  It is a little detail, but
when he makes the spiral rib wrap he will show
a full wrap of thread from above.  Flies do just

do not look right in the box if they have a half
wrap of rib at the back of the fly. That Norb is
good, but I would also have one wrap of dubbing
behind the rib. Pull the rib to the rear. Wax the
thread and place just a wisp of very fine Cream
or Cahill yellow dry fly dubbing on the thread.
You just want “Bumpy Thread” for the dubbing.”
Catch the end of the noodle with one wrap of
thread and you can tighten the noodle even
smaller.  Pull the rib down and make one very
small wrap of dubbing behind the rib, then pull
the rib to the rear while making a slightly ta-
pered body up to the rear of the foam post.  Do
not dub the front of hook yet.

Prepare a stiff grizzly saddle hackle sized for
the hook at 1 ½ hook gap barb length.  Clip the
barbs from 1/8 of the quill end for a clean tie
down place.  Lay the quill against the hook shank
and make three securing wraps of thread. You
always want to tie the hackle quill against bare
hook or hard thread.  That is why you do not dub
the front of the post first.  When the hackles
pull off the soft dubbing a few times you will
remember.  Use Gary Hiber’s trick of figure 8
wrapping around the quill and hook shank and
fold the tip to lock it in place.  Trim excess
hackle quill close to hook.
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Make a little umbrella shaped hackle collar
right behind the foam post with 3 to 5 wraps of
hackle right against each other.  Secure with
two wraps of thread and then make one wrap
of hackle around the base of the post for some
extra legs.  Tie down the hackle behind the
hook eye with three tight wraps and two half
hitches.  Trim the hackle stem close to the
hook.  Now add another small amount of dub-
bing in front of the post to complete the tho-
rax and hide any thread.  Whip finish.  Now
hold onto the white foam post and clip it rela-
tively short to give a little white headlight to
help you see the fly.  Save the long section of
post for the next fly.

Do not put any floatant on the rear of the fly.
You want the bend of the hook and abdomen to
be visible below the surface.  The hackle and

foam sticks up.  The head light helps you see
the fly and detect micro drag.

Variations:
Tie this is olive green and yellow rib for Blue
Wing Olives.
Black with light rib for midges
Grey with yellow rib for midges
Use yellow or pink posts when fishing in white
foam lines
Add 3 or 4 strands of amber Antron as a trail-
ing shuck
Add tip of small grizzly neck hackle as raccoon
style shuck.

Wrap the grizzly hackle parachute style around
the white post and you have another good
midge pattern, the Head Light Emerger.

Lucky’s Fly Fishing Tip: You can’t go wrong with
any pattern Norb Spitzer recommends.

Fly of the Month
continued from previous page

The annual STAR/PAL Fishing Derby that was canceled in February due to
bad weather has been rescheduled for June 12, 2010.  We will be meeting on
Friday, June 11th at 11:00 am. to assemble the rods and reels.  Meet at the
picnic area near the North end of the parking lot.

STAR/PAL KIDS FISHING DERBY


